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Abstract The concept of a trade-off of tree resources between
growth and defense is readily grasped. The most detailed de-
velopment of the concept is for the growth-differentiation bal-
ance hypothesis that predicts that resources for normal growth
and primary metabolism are diverted to support plant defense
and secondary or stress metabolism. This hypothesis has been
applied to the biosynthetic cost of stress metabolites that pro-
tect wood and foliage from herbivory. This review suggests
that the trade-offs of primary to stress metabolism is an ongo-
ing theme throughout the evolution of land plants. This review
extends the concept of the growth/defense trade-off to pro-
cesses of apoptosis in the constitutive development of trache-
ary elements and heartwood as well as to the induced
boundary-setting processes of compartmentalization of decay
in living trees. For wood utilization, the confusion of heart-
wood with wound-initiated discoloration continues to obscure
the sources of value loss, particularly for high-value hardwood
lumber. Examples are drawn from the anatomical effects of
tree injury from fire, storms, and vascular wilt disease.
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Introduction

Plants face an existential dilemma in the allocation of internal
resources to individual survival and reproductive effort. Plants

must grow fast enough to compete for light, water, and essential
mineral elements while providing defense against pests, path-
ogens, and episodically or chronically adverse environments.
While annual plants may require active defense for a single
growing season lasting 1 year or less, the challenge of temper-
ate zone trees includes the frequent potential for great size and
long life with periods of annual growth and apparent dormancy.
Although the concept of a growth/defense trade-off in the allo-
cation of resources is readily grasped, the validity and breadth
of applicability of the concept are still being assessed [1].

The most frequently cited example of a growth/defense
trade-off involves chemical biosynthesis to protect foliage
and wood from herbivory. Various competing schemes for
the theoretical and mechanistic basis of the trade-off continue
to be tested [2, 3]. One of the dominant schemes is the growth-
differentiation balance (GDB) hypothesis extended by Herms
and Mattson [4] to describe the trade-off in within-tree alloca-
tion between tree growth and protection from herbivory.

Compartmentalization of decay in trees represents a set of
resource trade-offs that includes both the programmed loss of
wood function and the diversion of tree energy resources
through biosynthesis. This review presents the compartmen-
talization process in the wood of living trees: (1) as a critical
conceptual example of resource allocation trade-offs and (2)
as a major factor for tree health and wood quality.

Metabolism and Specialization

Growth results from primary metabolism: the photosynthetic
capture of solar energy and atmospheric carbon which is fixed
into sugar, respired to yield metabolic energy, and converted
into other organic compounds. These compounds include
structural and non-structural carbohydrates, amino acids for
protein, and nucleotides for energy transfer compounds (e.g.,
ATP) and the genetic code (DNA and RNA). Under
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conditions of attack, infection, or abiotic stress, the tree shifts
the allocation of energy and biosynthetic feedstocks to defen-
sive processes. This diversion of photosynthetic carbon com-
pounds and associated energy costs is traditionally termed
“secondary” metabolism. This review uses the term “stress
metabolism” for those pathways to reduce minimization of
their central role for organism survival.

The structure and function of present-day forest flora are
the legacy of lasting trade-offs in resource allocation. Natural
selection acts on reproductive performance and not directly on
individual traits [5]. Allocation trade-offs extend the ecologi-
cal range or amplitude, but incur an investment cost in stress
metabolism. For potentially long-lived forest trees, survival
depends at least as much on effective responses to periodic
or episodic disturbance as on optimal primary production.

A brief sketch of a few key developments in the long history
of trees shows a common theme of success from the diversion
of resources from primary to stress metabolism. Stress metab-
olites such as phenolic acids and complex compounds such as
lignin are often assumed to be limited to seed plants
(embryophytes) or even more restricted to vascular plants (tra-
cheophytes), the latter containing a vascular system to conduct
water and photoassimilates. Although there is some controver-
sy as to the role of convergent evolution or direct descent from a
common ancestor [6, 7], diversion of carbohydrates to simple
phenolic compounds and more complex lignin or lignin-like
polymers likely occurred in red and green algae prior to land
invasion [8, 9]. Lignin, composed of crosslinked phenolic pro-
pane molecules, likely protected algal cell walls and cytoplasm
from UV-induced oxidation, mechanical buffeting, and inter-
mittent desiccation of intertidal or coastal zones [10]. Develop-
ment of these stress metabolites improved the fitness of algae in
the prevailing marine or freshwater environment.

Following land invasion, cellular specialization in the de-
velopment of the stele of prototracheophytes enabled in-
creased height growth and greater competitive exploitation
of available sunlight. This specialization included the second-
ary thickening of cell walls which allowed the tracheary ele-
ments (vessel segments and tracheids) to function at negative
pressures without collapsing. The tracheary elements also
lacked living contents at maturity and functioned with open
lumens, greatly improving hydraulic efficiency and flow rates
[11]. The open cell lumens result from apoptosis or pro-
grammed cell death. Although there are differences in the
apoptosis program among cell types, the mechanism for cell
death was in place early in the processes of plant evolution and
cell differentiation [11].

Tree Development

The hallmark of broadleaved and coniferous trees is the
vascular cambium (VC), the bifacial meristematic layer

that divides to form secondary xylem (which matures into
sapwood, SW) and phloem (or inner bark) [12, 13]. The
development of the VC in widely scattered families of
woody plants [14] suggests multiple points of origins in the
evolutionary routes to modern diversity through the competi-
tive advantage conferred by the growth form of trees.

Both growth and defense depend on two major systems
determined by plant cellular structure, the apoplast and the
symplast (or symplasm). The apoplast is the continuous sys-
tem of cell walls, intercellular spaces that may contain air or
water, and the lumens of non-living, functional cells. The
symplast is the interconnected web of protoplasts or living cell
contents distributed throughout the living tree [15].

Sapwood Formation and Heartwood Transformation

In the woody stem, branches, and roots, the symplast occurs
primarily as living parenchyma in the SW. The presence or
proportion of living parenchyma in the axial and radial trans-
port system varies among species. As traditionally described,
SW is a pathway for water conduction in the apoplast from
roots to foliage. Recent research demonstrates the essentiality
and diversity of roles performed by the symplast in SW
including regulation of apoplastic hydraulic flow, energy
storage primarily as starch granules in radial and axial paren-
chyma, storage and transport of N and other essential elements,
and for dynamic response to wounding [15, 16].

Traditionally, heartwood (HW) has been defined as the
non-living core of certain broadleaved and conifer species,
devoid of stored starch, and containing non-conducting tra-
cheary elements. In addition to position, HW has also been
defined on the basis of color due to the impregnation of the
HW with extractive substances [17, 18] that confer resistance
to microbial decay. This report will use the definition supplied
by Shigo and Hillis [19] for HWas wood transformed through
metabolic changes from SW based on the genetic program for
ageing or maturation. This report will use the term discolored
wood (DW) for wood discolored by infection and/or tree
response to injury and infection [19]. By these definitions,
diffuse-porous Acer and Betula do not produce HW but
frequently contain DW, depending on wounding history
(Fig. 1). The distinction between HW and DW is critical
to evaluate growth/defense trade-offs as well as the abil-
ity to predict the performance of wood in service and
its economic value.

HW formation is another form of apoptosis, the shedding
or withdrawal of the symplasm from the inner core of the tree
[18]. This withdrawal favors increased growth and greater tree
size without a proportional increase in the number or volume
of living cells. In heartwood-forming broadleaved and conifer
species, living parenchyma in rings of older SW adjacent to
the SW-HW interface shift from primary to stress metabolism.
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These shifts mobilize carbohydrate and deplete the axial and
radial parenchyma of stored starch. Some of the previously
stored energy is diverted to phenolic and terpenoid biosynthe-
sis [18]. Plant phenolics are a highly diverse chemical group
derived from the diversion of short-chain energy-rich carbon
compounds from sugar metabolism to biosynthesis in the shi-
kimic acid, phenylpropanoid, phosphogluconate, and polyke-
tide pathways [20]. The phenolic products contribute substan-
tially to structural lignin as well as many seasonal pigments
and defensive compounds. Part of the defensive processes, for
both broadleaved and conifer species, the tannin group of
phenolic compounds is widespread in both constitutive pro-
tection and induced defense through reaction and barrier zones
in the compartmentalization process (see below). Tannins in
foliage and wood are reactive pro-oxidant compounds that
disrupt both microbial [21] and insect metabolism [22].

Terpene biosynthesis in conifers diverts acetyl- and
malonyl-coA from primary fatty acid metabolism to form iso-
prene which is then modified to enter terpene biosynthesis
[23, 24]. Terpenes are critical for both constitutive protection
and induced defense in the Pinaceae [25•]. These programed
shifts in metabolism are accompanied by decreased hydraulic
conductivity and reduced wood moisture content [19].

Compartmentalization and Closure

Building on earlier observations of Küster [26], Büsgen and
Münch [27], and Hepting [28], Shigo led a pioneering research
project that developed the compartmentalization concept [29]
to describe the biological basis for patterns of wood staining
and decay in living trees. Compartmentalization is a boundary-

setting process that resists the loss of normal function and the
spread of infection introduced by wounding through the
“walling off” of injured and infected tissue. Originally devel-
oped for the wood of diffuse-porous broadleaved trees, the
concept was soon expanded to include the wood of ring-
porous broadleaved and conifer species as well as to describe
defensive responses in bark (which is beyond the scope of this
report). Potential sources of wounding are many, from animal or
insect activity, natural shedding of branches, crown injury from
storms, or basal injury from human activity and natural hazards.
The compartmentalization process has been part of the life of
forest trees for a long time and is evident in the fossil record at
least back to the Late Triassic [30]. Within the compartmental-
ization concept, boundaries are both preformed as part of con-
stitutive growth as well as induced at the interface with healthy
tissue through shifts to stress metabolism [19, 29, 31•]. The
compartmentalization process as an integrated whole continues
to evolve as a key concept for forest pathology [32]. Shortle and
Dudzik [34] summarized the pioneering research on compart-
mentalization through a visual summary. Patterns of wood
discoloration and decay were identified through the systematic
dissection of many mature trees. In living trees, infection that
lead to decay is introduced through wounding [33••, 34].

Following wounding, compartmentalization boundaries
form in wood present at the time of injury [29, 34–37]. The
most immediate boundary is formed by the cavitation, plug-
ging, and tylosis of tracheary elements. Xylem and ray paren-
chyma shift to stress metabolism and produce phenols and
waterproofing lipids in a boundary most frequently referred
to as a reaction zone (RZ) (Fig. 2). Frequently, fatty acid

Fig. 1 Transverse section of Acer rubrum. The vascular cambium (white
arrow) of the woundwood (WW) has not become confluent. Wound-
initiated discoloration (DW) is bounded by reaction zones (open black
arrows). A barrier zone is present in the first ring formed after injury (stars)

Fig. 2 Transverse section of Quercus alba. a An arc of discolored wood
(DW) is located beneath the open wound surface and extends inward to
the heartwood (HW). b Inset of A showing the reaction zone (arrows)
between the sapwood (SW) and DW
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epoxides such as suberin are deposited in cell walls of the RZ
which to protect SW from further desiccation and xylem
embolism. The parenchyma of the RZ contain deposits of
broadly toxic phenolic compounds [38]. Wood formed in both
broadleaved and conifer species by the intact, adjacent VC
after injury frequently contains a barrier zone (BZ), a special-
ized layer characterized by relatively short tracheary elements
with greater lignification, fibers, and parenchyma that contain
phenolic deposits [39]. DWand eventual decay usually occurs
within compartment boundaries [40].

A useful concept for compartmentalization is that the tree
breaks the symplasmic connection or “walls off” a volume of
previously living SW to resist the loss of hydraulic integrity
and the spread of infection. As the infection process is stopped
or slowed, the VC continues to divide and move further from
the infection while replacing functional SW at a new spatial
position beyond the infection. The apparently healthy tree
with a hollow core is the hallmark of successful compartmen-
talization. Of course, no boundaries or barriers are absolute.
Decay pathogens of living trees have various strategies to go
around or through RZ and BZ [34, 35, 41]. Successfully, com-
partmentalized decay infections can breach the BZ if the tree
sustains additional injury such as crown loss from storm injury
[42] or if the BZ is mechanically breached.

Related to compartmentalization is the process of wound
closure that may partially or completely restore continuity of
the VC, SW, and phloem along the stem circumference. The
closure process usually begins with the formation of a callus
pad of undifferentiated thin-walled parenchyma from divi-
sions of dedifferentiated ray parenchyma and VC cells [43]
(Fig. 3). A new vascular cambium differentiates within the
callus pad, and subsequent cell division produces new xylem
and phloem [43]. The newly-formed xylem in woundwood
(WW) at the wound margin [26, 43] contains tracheary ele-
ments that are more narrow and more numerous as well as
larger and more numerous as well as larger and more numer-
ous rays and in conifers, with traumatic resin ducts [40, 44,
45]. This cellular differentiation and organization distinguish
WW from the initial callus pad. Due to localized hormonal

stimulation, annual rings of WW are usually quite wide and
taper back to normal thickness at increasing distance from the
wound. This localized growth stimulation appears as ribs
along the wound margin (Fig. 4). The enhanced ring widths
of WW provided added structural support for stems
compromized by wounding. The wide WW ribs may also
provide compensation for lost SW volume, at least for starch
storage. Due to the altered anatomy, hydraulic flow through
WW is reduced per unit of cross-sectional area, compared to
healthy SW. Wound closure and the formation of a continu-
ous, confluent VC do not always occur, but successful closure
does form a continuous, confluent VC that provides for the
production of a continuous band or cylinder of sapwood. Also,
wound closure likely results in reduction of oxygen partial
pressure within the core of the stem, reducing the activity of
aerobic microorganisms such as most wood decay fungi.

As determined by RNA fingerprinting, SW of apparently
healthy trees frequently contain latent infections of wood
pathogens [46]. This analysis does not resolve whether latent
presence reflects successful compartmentalization or the en-
dophytic growth of fungi without triggering the compartmen-
talization process. Alternative pathways for endophytic infec-
tion of wood have not been verified, although initial infection
of foliage followed by growth into petioles and branches has
been suggested [46].

Critical Differences between DW and HW

For both DW and HW, symplasmic connections with the rest
of the plant are broken. The SW functions of starch storage
and water conduction are lost and living parenchyma is ab-
sent. HW formation follows a species-specific genetic pro-
gram of apoptosis that results in the breakdown of the tree
symplast. HW formation is often accompanied by programed
shifts in metabolic pathways that convert carbohydrate into
phenolic and/or terpenoid compounds that contribute to resis-
tance to degradation by pests or decay fungi [18]. In contrast,
DW is initiated by wounding and modified by infection. The

Fig. 3 Transverse section of Pinus ponderosa. a The resin-soaked
discolored wood (white arrows) beneath the woundwood and open
wound face is quite shallow in the sapwood (SW) band. b Detail from
the wound margin of (a) showing the callus pad (white arrows) at the

wound margin (star), somewhat disordered woundwood (WW) and the
intersection of an axial resin duct and ray (black arrow). Scale bar=
0.5 mm
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metabolic shifts in DW formation also follow a species-
specific program, with DW being formed within constitutive
and induced compartment boundaries. DW varies in decay
resistance relative to SW or HW [47]. Because of similarities
in spatial position and color, HW and DW are confused with
each other and this confusion continues to complicate evalu-
ation of wood properties, performance, and economic value of
products. This confusion can propagate a mistaken sense of
mystery about readily understandable patterns of loss of wood
quality and value.

For diffuse-porous hardwoods such as Acer, Betula, and
Liquidambar, the greatest economic value comes from white
“clear”wood. Central cores of DW (known variously as “min-
eral stain”, etc.) in woody stems, roots, and branches of oth-
erwise light-colored wood tend to reduce the value of sawn
timber for high-value wood products. Consequently, there is
substantial research that attempts to relate the frequency of
occurrence of DW in forest stands and the volume of DW
within individual trees to environmental factors of climate,
soil composition, and drainage [48–51].

Discolored cores were common in 20-year-old and older
plantations established in abandoned farmland of a range of
Populus species and hybrids in Sweden [49]. In this study, the
transverse area of DW (termed “false heartwood”) at DBHwas
not statistically related to poplar clone or soil type. That should
not be surprising as those latter two factors would be expected

to affect amounts of DW only insofar as they affected the
effectiveness of compartmentalization, the wounding history,
the radial growth rate, and time elapsed since wounding.

DW production, expressed as “heart size ratio”, was not
significantly related to stem diameter or geographic region in
an investigation of sugar maple sawlogs at various locations in
the eastern and north-central USA [50]. Observed and cited
associations of heart size to edaphic and climatic factors [50]
could readily result from the effects of these factors on com-
partmentalization effectiveness and growth rates after injury.

Deviating from both traditional terminology as well as that
of Shigo and Hillis [19], Baral et al. [51] differentiated SWand
putative HW in sugar maple on the colorization of stem disks
from surface applications of iodine-potassium iodide (I2-KI)
stain. The I2-KI colorizes in the presence of starch and the
intensity of the color change is a qualitative indicator of stored
metabolic energy. As defined by Baral et al. [51], the outer
band of starch-containing SW surrounded a middle band of
clear white wood with a negative response to the starch stain
and termed “heartwood” by these authors. This putative HW
surrounded a core of darkly stained “discolored heartwood”.
Although the concept of physiological distinctions in these
tissues is useful, those alternative definitions confuse HW, a
protective tissue formed by the inborn genetic program with
DW formed in response to previous injury and which has
entered the decay process [29, 34]. The starch stain does not
resolve the presence or absence of living cells as such. Also,
low levels of starch could be present and not evident in mac-
roscopic view with reflected light. Still, that report [51] does
highlight the role of the energy status of the living tree in
determining the extent of DW. The choice of terminology
becomes less critical as long as the definitions and their
implications are clearly stated.

Recent research on the interaction of pathogens and
drought on tree mortality bears on resource trade-offs within
the compartmentalization process. Oliva et al. [31•] presented
a framework to predict the role of pathogens to cause tree
mortality under drought conditions based on the nutritional
mode of the pathogen. This framework predicts that biotrophs
such as rusts and powdery mildews would not be greatly
exacerbated by drought unless they were well established
prior to drought onset. The metabolically costly RZ and BZ
associated with necrotrophs would be expected to be less
effective under conditions of drought with resulting increased
mortality. Vascular plugging and reduced hydraulic conduc-
tivity associated with vascular wilts would also be aggravated
by drought. Although not specified as such in that framework
[31•], tyloses and other plugging processes in response to vas-
cular wilts are also part of the compartmentalization process.

Recent research by Park et al. [52•] and Park and Juzwik
[53] on the apparent vascular wilt disease of hickory (Carya
species) indicates a trade-off between compartmentalization
and SW function. This form of hickory decline is associated

Fig. 4 Open fire scar of Pinus ponderosa. Extensive woundwood ribs
(arrows) are present at the margins of the wound
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with the canker fungus Ceratocystis smalleyi vectored by the
hickory bark beetle (Scolytus quadrispinosis). In experimental
trials with live trees, drill holes incubated with C. smalleyi
produced larger columns of DW than water controls.
Compartmentalization boundaries such as vascular plugs,
lipid impregnation, tyloses, and occasional phenolic layers
did occur with infection, but at a greater distance from the
injection site. The columns of DW tended to coalesce
causing a larger proportion of cross-sectional area of the
stem to be reduced in hydraulic efficiency. Although fun-
gus hyphae were clearly moving between cells and
through cell lumens, the actual reduction in hydraulic flow
was through shifts in tree metabolism that plugged the
vasculature and resisted the spread of C. smalleyi. Those
boundaries cut-off a volume of previously living SW from
both the symplast and the apoplast. That represented a
cost not only for the biosynthesis of stress metabolites,
but also for hydraulic conductance and energy storage as
well.

Consequences of Interference with HW Formation

For tree species that produce a characteristic colored HW such
as oak, walnut, pine, red cedar, etc., the HW is especially
valued for decay resistance as well as for the rich color. Heart-
wood formation is a vital process and requires living SW,
dependent on orderly apoptosis [11]. Development of DW
and HW kills living parenchyma and reduces SW cross-
sectional area and volume. In a static view of wood decay,
these processes can be confused. This confusion is exacerbat-
ed by referring to DW as “false heartwood” when located in
the same spatial position as SW or as “included sapwood”
when located in the position of the HW core. The problem is
that DW has neither the vital features of SW (water conduc-
tion, starch storage, living parenchyma, and dynamic re-
sponse) nor the enhanced decay resistance of HW.

Shortle et al. [47] demonstrated this distinction in eastern
red cedar (Juniperus virginiana L.). In eastern red cedar, the
dark purplish decay resistant HW is especially valuable. In
transverse section, light colored bands occurred occasionally
within the HW core. Because of color and position, these
bands (in transverse section) or columns (in 3 dimensions)
within the HW were considered as “included sapwood”
(Fig. 5). Recent research showed that the light-colored bands
were DW that formed in the other band of SW. Because the
DW was cut-off from the symplast and compartmentalization
processes, that tissue did not mature into HW. As new rings of
SW were formed to the outside of the DW, and that SW
matured into HW, the DW became progressively im-
mersed in the stem cylinder [47]. These alternating
bands of HW, DW, and voids produced by decay were
described as “skeleton decay” in red cedar [54].

Fire Injury

For trees not killed outright, surface fire on the forest floor
may kill all or some proportion of the VC along the circum-
ference of the lower bole. The development of lengthy chro-
nologies of forest fire incidence from the pattern of occurrence
of fire scars in the tree-ring record testifies to the ability of
individual trees to survive repeated wounding [55]. The initi-
ation of cambial necrosis is an interaction of temperature and
duration of exposure.

Following exposure to prescribed fire, injury, and associat-
ed defect including DWwas effectively compartmentalized in
butt logs of red oak [56]. Injury that occurred when the tree
was of small diameter was effectively compartmentalized and
had little effect on the value of sawn dimensional lumber as
the DW and other wound-associated defects were sawn out
and discarded during the milling process. In larger trees, de-
fects from recent fire injury were similarly removed and
discarded with the first slab on each face during milling. In
merchantable logs that yielded sawn products with DW and
associated defects, the loss in wood value was disproportion-
ately greater than the loss of wood volume.

Resin ducts (RDs) in the phloem and in the axial and radial
systems of wood are compartmentalization features of the
Pineaceae that provide some degree of protection from the
spread of insect pests and pathogens. Although varying some-
what in structure across species, RD in wood are formed
schizogenously in both axial and radial orientations by separa-
tion of parenchyma cells early in the differentiation process. The
duct is lined with an epithelium of parenchyma cells. RD for-
mation may be constitutive (e.g., Pinus, Picea, Larix, and
Pseudotsuga) or induced by wounding and are then referred to
traumatic RD (e.g.,Abies and Tsuga). The epithelial parenchyma

Fig. 5 Transverse section of Juniperus virginianum. The inner core of
colored heartwood (HW) is interrupted by an arc of wound-initiated
discolored wood (DW) which contains cubical cracking indicative of
wood decay. Outside of the DW is an arc of HW and a continuous band
of sapwood (SW). The check or crack at the 10 o’clock position is an
artifact of drying
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form resin through shifts from primary metabolism to stress
metabolism [25•].

RDs represent a structural cost in that RD does not contrib-
ute to hydraulic conductivity or mechanical stability [45]. RDs
are also an ongoing metabolic cost for both the maintenance
respiration of the epithelial parenchyma and the diversion of
carbon to the biosynthesis of resin [25•].Within the Pineaceae,
there is an apparent range of allocation to constitutive and
traumatic RD and resin production. Douglas-fir and western
larch constitutively produce less resin than ponderosa
pine, while producing greater numbers of axial traumatic RD
[44]. Of the former two species, the larger traumatic RD of
larch suggests a greater allocation of energy to defense after
injury [45].

Conclusion

The recent review by Lachenbruch and McCulloh [5] empha-
sizes a hierarchical model for competitive fitness and contin-
ued plant viability in a changing environment. In that model,
viability is determined by natural selection acting upon plant
performance. Performance is built upon the interaction of hy-
draulic and mechanical properties with the environment.
Those properties are determined by morphological traits.
The physiological trade-offs in response to mechanical injury
and infection represent a growth/defense trade-off that goes
beyond biosynthetic costs to changes in allocation of tissue
function. These shifts in function are affected by forest man-
agement practices and affect the economic value of wood
products.
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